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BACKGROUND

In November of 2016 I received a complaint from the NWT Seniors’ Society on behalf of its

members with respect to the way in which the NWT Housing Corporation was collecting

personal information from individuals who resided in public housing. They alleged that a new

GNWT policy requires seniors and others in public housing to sign a document permitting the

Government to collect personal information (income and other information) directly from

Revenue Canada in order to assess rents in public housing units. They noted that the policy is

applicable to the NWT Housing Corporation and other GNWT departments which provide

subsidies or programs to seniors and others. 

Some of the society’s members were concerned about providing the NWT Housing Corporation,

in particular, with direct access to their records with Revenue Canada. When they approached

the Corporation for alternatives, however, they were told that unless they provided their

consent, rent would be assessed based on full market rent and failure to pay that rent would

result in eviction. These members were advised that there were no other options available to

them.  They could not choose to continue to provide the information directly as they had been

doing since moving into housing.

In a letter to the member from the office of the Minister responsible for the NWT Housing

Corporation, the following explanation was provided:

In June of 2015, the NWTHC announced changes to how Local Housing

Organizations (LHOs) would verify income for public housing tenants which

would involve accessing income information from the Canada Revenue Agency

(CRA). These changes were made in order to provide added benefits to tenants

including:

- Annual assessments benefits those tenants with stable earnings as

monthly rent is calculated for the entire year in advance to make

budgeting easier and tenants do not need to report to the LHO as often;



- Filing income taxes may provide added benefits to tenants to participate in other

federal subsidies such as the GST Rebate;

- Not requiring income verification every month respects the dignity of public

housing tenants by treating them more like other tenants and supports their self-

reliance. Most provinces that operate social housing utilize an annual

assessment process involving CRA income verification; and

- It is in the best interests of tenants to disclose the true nature of their income in

order to avoid potential additional assessments that may be discovered through

CRA.

With the number of units under administration by the NWTHC, it is anticipated

that this new income assessment method will drastically increase the efficiency in

the rental assessment process by enabling a switch from manual monthly income

assessments (approximately 33,600 per year across the NWT) to an automated

annual assessment which will allow LHO staff added time to focus on assisting

tenants with enhanced counseling opportunities.

Further, these changes align closely with the income verification policies of the

Department of Education, Culture and Employment and the Department of

Health and Social Services.

As rent in public housing is subsidized, income verification is an important and

mandatory function to ensure that subsidies are carefully calculated. Accordingly,

it is the applicant’s and tenant’s responsibility to provide accurate documentation

to LHOs. In situations where tenants do not provide accurate and/or complete

income information, LHOs have no recourse but assess (sic) maximum rent as

they have no means to determine the subsidy level.

The letter goes on to point out that under the new process, CRA data is, in fact, more secure

than under the old system because the data is provided digitally to the NWTHC system for

calculation, which is done automatically when the information is received so that no one at the

LHO will ever see, or have access to the CRA information and only a very limited number of



NWTHC employees would have access to it or have any reason to look at it. As a result, the

LHOs will no longer have either access to, or responsibility for, a tenant’s actual income

situation. The only thing that they will see is the rental assessment. 

I asked the NWTHC to provide me more details on how the new system works. They advised

that LHOs and the NWTHC had a form of consent that they were now asking tenants to sign. 

This form includes:

- The name of the Applicant and co-Applicant

- Social Insurance numbers

- Address information

- Community, and

- Postal Code

They did not provide me with a copy of the actual consent form.  

They further advised that, through this new system, the CRA provides NWTHC with the

following information in encrypted format:

- Employment income (Line 101)

- Commission income (Line 102)

- Wage Loss Replacement Contributions (Line 103)

- Total Income (Line 150)

- Disability Benefits included on Line 144 (Line 152)

- UCCB amount designated to a dependent (Line 185)

- Taxable amounts of dividends other than eligible dividends, included on line 120

(Line 180)

- Rental Income (Line 160)

- Gross Business Income (Line 162)

- Gross Professional Income (Line 164)

- Gross Commission Income (Line 166)

- Gross Farming Income (Line 168)

- Gross Fishing Income (Line 170)

- Northern residents’ deductions (Line 255)



Once the information is transmitted to the NWT Housing Corporation, there is extremely limited

access to it. Only two members of the staff have access to the data. Because the actual

calculation of assessments is done automatically by the system, access to the data will be

limited to situations in which a problem has been identified. A small number of Information

Services staff will have access for the purpose of system maintenance. Passwords are required

for any access to the system and each employee authorized to have access to the system is

issued a unique password.

The Housing Corporation advised that:

Exceptions are made for existing clients who are uncomfortable allowing access

to CRA records. These tenants still have the option for monthly income reporting. 

We do take the opportunity to recommend that they switch to the new process as

it is less onerous for them, and we do convey that it offers greater security over

their personal information.

This is contrary to the information provided to the member of the Seniors’ Society who made

that exact request. Nor are existing clients given the option of providing a copy of their CRA

Notices of Assessment only once a year. If they choose the manual option, they must provide

the same information to the Housing Corporation or to the LHO once a month. There was no

indication as to what happens if the client does not or has not filed an income tax return or has

filed a return after the normal deadline for filing.

DISCUSSION

The right to privacy is about far more than the ability to keep things confidential. Confidentiality

is certainly a part of the privacy equation, but at its essence, privacy is about the right of the

individual to choose what information about him or her is provided to whom and how.

I have no issue with the need for the Housing Corporation to collect relevant income information

for the purposes of administering their housing programs. Further, I appreciate both the

efficiency afforded by this new system and the increased confidentiality resulting from its

implementation.  



That said, I am concerned that the consent required for participation in this program is really no

consent at all and therefore the client’s right to privacy has been negatively affected. The

explanation provided directly to the Seniors’ Society in this case made it quite clear that if no

consent was provided, rent would be assessed at full market value, which was far beyond the

means of most of the affected members. After all, the need for social housing arises from the

fact that many cannot afford to pay market rent. If they do not comply with the “request” to

provide consent, they risk losing their housing. And though the NWTHC advised, in its

submissions to me, that they were making an exception for existing clients, that was not in any

way evident in their correspondence to those individuals involved. Further, there is a penalty

imposed for those who choose not to participate in the automated system in that they are

required to submit the same information monthly, rather than once for the entire year

(information from CRA is being collected only once each year, not monthly). Finally, the option

not to provide consent for access to the individual’s CRA records is not available for any new

client - just an existing client. 

Section 41(1) of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act provides as follows:

A public body must, where reasonably possible, collect personal information

directly from the individual the information relates to unless

(a)  another method of collection is authorized by that individual or by an

enactment;

...

(g)  the information 

(i) is necessary in order to determine the eligibility of an individual to

participate in a program of or receive a benefit, product or service

from the Government of the Northwest Territories or a public body

and is collected in the course of processing an application made 

by or on behalf of the individual the information is about, or 

(ii)  is necessary in order to verify the eligibility of an individual who is

participating in a program of or receiving a benefit, product or

service from the Government of the Northwest Territories or a

public body and is collected for that purpose;

...



Clearly, therefore, the public body has the authority, under the Act, to collection information

indirectly, from a third party such as the CRA either under 41(1)(a) or 41(1)(g).  Practically

speaking, however, CRA will not provide the information without consent. As a result, clients

must provide written consent as required by CRA. Coerced consent, however, is not valid

consent.  When an individual is told their rent may be increased far beyond their means or that

they may be evicted from their home if they do not provide that consent, any consent given is

coerced.  If they are told that they will not be considered for public housing unless they consent,

the consent given is coerced. 

Most people, even those who are not terribly tech savvy, will jump at the chance of allowing the

NWTHC to do the work of gathering the necessary financial information. However, where there

is a reluctance and where the individual involved does not wish to provide the Housing

Corporation with access to their CRA records, that wish must, in my opinion, be honored. 

Furthermore, it must be honored in such a way as to still allow the individual the same access to

the housing programs available to the rest of the population. While full participation in the

automatic system would no doubt be nice for the Housing Corporation, it is not an operational

imperative. What happens when an applicant for social housing has not filed an income tax

return in a particular year, or has filed only after the normal filing deadline?  The Housing

Corporation has no doubt developed some policies on how to deal with these situations. It

should be able to develop similar policies to deal with those who object to providing the Housing

Authority with access to their CRA records. LHOs and the NWTHC are certainly free to

encourage everyone to provide the CRA consent, but there has to be an alternative for those

who object strongly.

I therefore make the following recommendations:

1. That the NWT Housing Corporation develop policies and procedures to address

situations in which a client (new or existing) is unwilling to provide consent for the

Housing Corporation to access their CRA records which will still allow them access to

the housing programs available to all other residents;

2. That a way be found to allow those who do not provide consent for access to their CRA

records to confirm their income once a year instead of every month;



3. That it be clear within the policy that consent for access to CRA records must be free

and voluntary and not coerced;

4. That the consent obtained from clients be time limited and subject to renewal on a

regular basis;

I would encourage the Housing Corporation and the LHOs to continue to educate its clients on

the benefits of providing their consent. In my opinion, the new program is far more privacy

protective than the old way of collecting the necessary information and I applaud the new

approach.

Finally, I recommend that a copy of this report be shared with those other public bodies using a

similar system for collecting the personal information of its clients.

Elaine Keenan Bengts

Information and Privacy Commissioner


